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DATEBOOK
Tuesday, Sept 7
Exhibition, "Warercolor Ohio '93." the
annual juried show of the Ohio Warercolor
Society a>nlinueS through 5epl 23 at the
Uber Bryan Gaiety, Fine Arts Center.
The gaiety is open from 9 am.-4:30 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays. Free.
Exhlbltiol 1, of figure pail iii IQS by the late
distinguished Ohio artist Adam Grant, through
Sepl 23, School of Art Gallery, Flll8 Arts
Center. Free.
lnt11mallonal Rim Direclonl Week,
showing wi1 be "Coup de Ton:hon; (F,rench),
7:30 p.m., Gish Fiim Theater. The fim s
director Bertrand Tavernier wiD be on hand.
Free.
will
WBGU-TV Progia11, "Journal 1993"
look at the effects of tel811 ision vio1enCe on
viewers, 10 p.m., Channel 27. Viewers may
call in at 1-800-453-2437 ()( 372-7250.

Dorothf

Wednesday, Sept. a
Lambda Lunch, gaynesbian faculty. s1alf
and graduate students meet foe lunch and
conversation. can 352-1545 1oc time and
location.
International Rim Directors Week,
showing wiD be "Round Midnight." (F~).
7:30 p.m., Gish Ftlm Theater. The films
director Bertrand Tavernier wiD be on hand.

.
· ·
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b th
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Ohio artist Adam Grant are currently on display

FigU,:e;::,~~~ le ~a!t of Alt Gallery in the Fine _Arts Center. Anof!1er f!xl}ibit,

~~!coto,. Ohio '93, ·the annual juried show of the OhKT Watercolor Society IS m

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New Vacanc:ieS
Posting expiration date foe employees to
apply: Noon, Tuesday, Sept. 13.
9-13-1

Clerical SpeciaUst
PayGrade25
Communication disorders

Part-time position
9-13-2

•

Computer Operator 1
PayGrade27
Computer services

Check your cholesterol
The Frtwell Center is making available
on-site cholesterol testing at various
locations on campus for the 1993-94
school year. As part of the Student
Reaeation Center's 'WellAware•
program, cholesterol screening will be
available to faculty, staff and students for
$3. Cholesterol results and information
will be provided by the Frtwell staff ~
completion of the test. WellAware testing
can be conducted at most offices on
campus. To schedule a date for testing at
your office. call the Frtwell Center at 372-

8691.

FACULTY~TAFFPOSITIONS
The following faculty positions are available:

English: Assistant professor (two positions, proba~· full-time). Contact Richard Gebhardt
_...,_)
(2-2576) Deadline: Review begins Nov. 15 and will continue ~ntil fined.
Envi~nmental Health Program: (Reopened search)~ professor (tenure-u"'-".

Contact Gary Silverman (2-7774). Begins_Janu~1994 or~~izational psychology

(~~l~~==~~=ardl~~ittee. Department of Psychology (2-

2301). Deadline: Oct. 15.

The following administrative staff positions are available:

College of Business Administration: Network administrator. Contact personnel services (22227). Deadline: Sept. 24.
nual . .
Contact ~.....n<J
Development Office: AssistalTt director of development, an
gMllQ.
t""'.~·~·
services (2-8426). Deadline: Sept. 13. Also. assistant director of development. foundations/
tions. Contact personnel services (2-2227). Deadline: Sept 17.
.
.
~tercollegiate Athletics: Head softball coach. Contact personnel seMCeS (2-2227). Deadline.

10

"'-"'~· o·irect~

SepRL. es earcr1
·
.,.,. ..........
L

~.

Contact personnel services (2-8426). Review of applications will

~':~Services: Promotion video specialist. Contact personnel service5 (2-8426).
Deadline: Oct. 6.

.... .

~

and Marschall. 4:45 p.m., Creason Golf
Course.

Saturday, Sept 11
Ohio AAUP Conference, meeti11g on the
wor1doad law, COiumbus. can 372-7183 foe
more information.
Foolball, vs. Cincinnati. 1 :30 p.m., Doyt
Perry Stadium.
work is
Receptioli, foe the artists whose Ohio
being shown in the exhibition of the
Warercolor Society, 4-6 p.m., Dorothy Uber
Bryan GaHery, Fine Arts Center. Free. Open
to the public.

Sunday, Sept. 12
Women's Tennis. vs. Noclhem Kentucky.
1 p.m., Keefe Courts.
...,........,.,,. by
Demonstration, of watercolor l.,...u"'i~
Hal Saoggy. 3-5 p.m., 1101 Fme Arts Cen1er.
Free.
Concert, by bass-baritone Donald
Hartman and pianis1 Barbara Youngmen, B
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Cen1er. Free.

Monday, Sept 13
1taDan Rim Series, "The Garden of the
Finzi-Contini." (1971 ), 3:30 p.m., Gish Film

Thursday, Sept 9

Theater. Free. Subtitles.

lntematiolial Alm Directors Week,
showing wiD be "life and Nothing But.·
•
(French), 6 p.m., Gish Film Theater. The films
director Bertrand Tavernier wiD be on hand.
Free.
Series,
Lenhart Classic American Alm
"The Great Ziegfeld; (1936), 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.

Familiar faces on TV

Friday, Sept 10
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Days Im.
Women's Cross Country, vs. Ohio
University and Marshall, 4 p.m., Creason Golf

cast members from the Huron
Playhouse production of "Oklahoma!" are
expected to be seen perfonning -Oh
What a Beautiful Momin· on CBS-TV
Wednesday (Sept 8).
.
According to Dr. Allen N. Kepke, chair
of the theatre department, the segment
will air sometime between 7-9 am. that
day on the CBS Morning N~_. The tun.e
from "Oklahoma!• is the teleVISlon show s
theme song.

CICS can be connected by network or modem
For many years, CICS ~s to_ the
University's IBM on-fine admmistratiVe
terminal system (CICS) was limited to
terminals or microcomputers that were
"hard wired9 (a communications wire that
ran directly from the terminal to the
RADAR mainframe). This provided a
level of security for the mainframe'. which
runs all the administrative processmg for
the University.
University Computer Services now
provides the ability to connect to CICS by
using either the BGSU Falcon Data
Network or a modem.
When using either of these methods a
SecurlD card must also be used . The
cost of each SecurlD card is a $25
annual fee. A University department may
obtain a SecurlD card for any employee.
The advantage of the network and the
modem methods is that it is often much
less expensive to connect through th_em
than the cost of purchasing a hard Wifed
line and its equipment A modem can
also allow an authorized person to
connect to CICS from home or from
anywhere in the world.
Since the network and modem
methods of signing on to system are
literally open to the world, an additional_
security procedure is required when USlng
them. This procedure iincludes using a
SecurlD card and Blockade to connect to
CICS.
A SecurlD card is a device about the
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~·a Cross Country, vs. Ohio Univefsity

Free.

the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, also through Sept 23.
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length and width of a crecfrt ~·.but
about twice as thick. It has a liquid crystal
display on the face that displays a sixdigit number that changes to a new
number every 60 seconds. Each card
generates its own unique series of
numbers and is assigned to a person and
to his or her CICS account The card is
then used by that person to authenticate
herseH or himseH during the process of
signing on to CICS.
The network and modem methods can
be very useful under the right circumstances, but there are considerations and
limitations that need to be evaluated.
Also, setting up a computer for network
access can be simple in many cases but
more difficult in others.
Persons wishing more details can
obtain the document "SecurlD at BGSU"
from the faculty/staff workroom, 127
Hayes Hall, or call 372-7739 to have a
copy mailed.

Brunch now offered
Beginning Sept. 12, the Bowl 'N
Greenery will feature a Sunday brunch
from 11 am.-2 p.m. All meal cards and
charges will be honored.
Faculty. staff and students are ir:Mted
to enjoy this new feature. ReservationS
may be made by calling 372-2235.
The Bowl 'N Greenery is located in the
University Union.
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Personnel services to put pressure
on staff to start taking vacation time
Is the University's administrative staff
becoming a group of workaholics? The
discussion at the Sept 2 Administrative
Staff Council meeting made it sound that
way when John Moore, executive director
of personnel services, brought the
message that these employees have to
start taking more vacation time.
Moore said that many administrative
staff will notice in upcoming paychecks
that they have lost vacation hours.
Anyone who had more than 352 hours of
vacation built up will find that amount
reduced to the total limit of 352.
"We're not trying to deprive you of
your hours, we're just trying to get you to
take the time you have coming to you;
Moore said. "Personnel is going to start
forcing people on this campus to take
vacations. It seems to me 'vacation' is a
bad word around here.·
Greg Jordan, chair of ASC, said
increased work loads, the hiring freeze
and budget cuts are to blame for administrative employees' lack of taking time off.
"There are people who have wanted to
take vacations but have been flat out
denied because of the workload in their
offices; he said. 'We'd be happy to see
support from personnel services on this
issue.·
The budget crisis which has affected
the campus for the past three years has
caused a high stress level and low
morale among employees, Jordan said.
Increased job duties and wo00ng
overtime have given few opportunities for
some employees to take vacation. ASC's

Executive Committee has written a letter
of concern about this problem to President Olscamp, Jordan said.
Also at the meeting, Moore detailed a
salary compensation study that will be
conducted by the Mercer Company. It will
examine administrative job descriptions,
performance evaluations, job titles,
comparisons to the market rate and
gender gaps between salaries.
He said he hopes to have a report on
the study in approximately 11 months.
"No one will lose anything through this
study; we only stand to gain," Moore said.
In other business, Jordan distributed a
copy of a letter the Executive Committee
sent to Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, vice
president for planning and budgeting,
explaining ASC's concern about the
1993-94 salary distribution. In the letter,
lhe committee states, 'We are deeply
concerned about lhe precedent of
separating the salary pools among
constituent groups in a way that leads to
a differential in the constant dollar figure.
Although we recognize that the average
salary percentage increase is the same
for each group, we should point out that
employees from different constituent
groups with identical salaries
not

have_ equitable increases.•

wm

The committee also noted that this
distribution method also increases the
gap between the constituent groups'
average salaries. Instead, ASC endorses
the concept of combining a constant
dollar amount and an across-the-boar
distribution of the salary pool allocation.

The University's soccer field is getting a new look. The two-phase project, funded
by alumni donations, wfll include the fnstallation of a fence, shrubs, signage, a
scoreboard, seating for 1,000 and a press box. Both phases are expected to be
completed by the 1994 season. -We have a great program here and thought it was
time to upgrade our facilities,• said Marie Kunstmann, assistant sports infonnation
director.

Senator Montgomery to visit campus Sept. 24
Senator Betty D. Montgomery will visit
campus Sept. 24 to deliver an adr.:11 ess
entitled "Technology, Higher Education
and the Future in Northwest Ohio••
While at the University, Montgomery
wBI tour and observe demol ISb atiul IS in
the College of Technology. Her visit is
being sponsored by the college and the
Center for Quality, Measurement and

Automation..
Montgomery's presentation will be at
10:45 am. in Rooms 127 A and B of the

Technology Building. The public is invited
to attend.
Montgomery is serving her second
tenn in the Ohio Senate. She represents
the second senatorial district which
includes aD of Wood and Ottawa counties
and parts of Lucas and Erie counties.
A former Wood County proseaJting
attorney, Montgomery received her
bachelor's degree from the University and
her juris doctor from the University of
Toledo College of Law.

Despite a tough job market, technology students finding bright futures
Although a cover story earfier this summer in USA Today called today's job
market "the worst since the end of Wor1d War II; people at the College of Technology don't see it that way.
A recent survey of Bowling Green technology grach1ates found that more than BO
percent of them are employed in a field directly related to their major.
And they are making good money. The average starting salary was more than
$25,000 annuaDy; one former student's starting wage was $54,000 per year.
Ten percent of those surveyed had found employment which was unrelated to
their major, but most of them work in family-owned businesses or farming operations.
Still others had decided to go to gram iate school.
In fact, fewer than four percent of technology graduates said they were looking for
work but could not find it
Bany Piersol, assistant to the dean of the college and director of the college's
cooperative edlication program, said the reason for the low unemployment rate is

two-fold.
The first reason is a !Jowiltg demand for technologists in a society which is
increasingly more techi IOlogically complex.
The S8COl Id is the way technology students at the University are prepared for the
job marbt, especialy the requirement which has al tech1 IOlogy students compleliiig
three coapeiatiYe edl ICalion assigl111911ts.

Piersol said Bowling Green students are being prepared for a specific niche in the
job market.
'We are not an engineering school, but we are preparing students who can talk to
engineers, who can take their ideas and designs and apply them to real world

situations.
"They are fantastic: middle managers; they're problem solvers. They can speak the
language of the engineer and the language of the client,· he said, adcfmg that the
niche the students are filling is growing larger every day.
Students within the college can major in one of seven areas: aerotechnology.
which includes airport management, aviation maintenance and flight technology;
construction management and technology, which includes eledrical, residential and
general; design technology, which includes architecture/environmental and mechanical; and elec:bo11ic technology.
The last three areas of study are industrial training technology, visual communication technology and manufacturing technology, which includes the areas of manufacturing, physical plant and energy utiizaliun, industrial environment, and applied
quaity sciet IC&.
But the key to the college's strong employment record, Piersol said, is its coopera-

Continusd on page 3

FACULTY/STAFF PRESENTATIONS

New faculty start the academic year
A number of new faces can be seen in
the University's classrooms this fall.
Seventy-eight people have joined the
faa.ilty for this academic year.
They are Geries Abou-Ayash,
computer science; Robert ~mon.
.
HPER; Michael Bakan, mUSIC composttion/history; Sharona Ben-Tov, English;
Curtis Bennett, mathematics and
statistics; David Black. tetecommunic:ations; Robert Bracey, music perform~ce;
Meriel Brooks. biological sciences; Linda
Brown. libraries and teaming resources
and Charles Campbell, applied human
ecology.
Also, Gabriela Cerghedean, romance
tanguages: Cheri Carrico. communication
disorders; G. Keith Chapin, HPER;
Thomas Chibucos, chair of applied
human ecology; Thomas Choi, management; Bradford Clark. theatre, Carol
Shambaugh Coder, art; Todd Davidson,
music performances; Andy Deck, art;
Laura Juarez DeKu, biological sciences;
Bruce dePyssler, sociology; Mary
Schroeder Doucet. accounting and MIS;
Thomas Doucet. accounting and MIS;
Anthony Duda, art; Ronald G. Edwards.
head of curriculum resource center,
library and learning; Salim Elwazani,
VCTE; Patricia Essex. accounting and
MIS; Timothy Fuerst. economics;
Narasaiah Gavini, biological sciences,
and Donna Hale, journalism.
Also, Teresa Hansen. applied statistics and operations research; Arleen
Hartman. humanities; Sarai Hedges.
applied statistics and operations research; Bizabeth Heineman, history;
Phyllis Henry, applied human ecology;

Gwen Jones, management; David Kisor,
management; Sri Kolla. technology
systems; Jeffrey Lyman, music performarice; Todd Marshall. natural and social
sciences; Scott Martin, history; Sherwood
McBroom, art; Jon McDermott. chair of
aerospace studies; Joan McKee. art;
Jeffrey Miner, biological sciences; Fred
Molitor, telecommunications; MaGrace
Montepiedra, applied statistics and
operations research; Angela Nelson,
popular culture; Lisa Nelson. political .
science, and Stephen Newell, marketing.
Also, Victor Odafe, natural and social
sciences; Lori Owens, English, Curtis
Peet. political science; Linda Ann
Pertusali, ethnic stu<fies; Cynthia Phelps,
romance languages; Joy Potthoff, applied
human ecology; Beata
Randrianantoanina. mathematics and
statistics; Randall Reid, accounting and
MIS; H. Lee Riggins, dean of the College
of Musical Arts; Thomas Rohrer, music
education; Siva Saklhivel, accounting
and MIS; Alison Scott. libraries and
learning resources; Monica Sett, sociology; Cynthia Sherman, applied human
ecology; Patricia Shewokis. HPER; Peter
Shields, telecommunications; Dawn
Shinew, EDCI; Byung-Kyu Sohn,
management; Sherry SuDivan, management; Paul Trivette, EDFI; Diana Uhlman,
English; Robert Vincent, geology; J.
Gordon Wade, mathematics and statistics; R. Darby Wimams, dean of Firelands
College; Samuel Winch, journalism;
Hong-Mei Xiao, music performance: BaiYau (Arthur) Yeh, applied statistics and
operations research, and Yu Zhou,
geography.

Litigator to speak on school choice movement
Clint Bolick, one of the leading
litigators for !he school choice movement,
will speak on campus Monday (Sepl 13).
His address, entitled, "The Battle for
Choice: Lessons from the Barricades;
will be presented at 8 p.m. in 1007
Business Administration Building. Free
and open to the pubric, the talk is
sponsored by the Social Philosophy and
Poficy Center.
Bolick will explain how the concept of
school dlOice has moved from the idea
stage into the real world. He also will
discuss how the lessons of recent battles
can be used as practical strategies for
choice advocates.
Bofick is vice president. director of
litigation and co-founder of the Institute
for Justice. The institute was created in
1991 to litigate in the areas of economic

Thinking of retirement?
The State Teachers Retirement
System (STAS) wishes to inform members of !he availability of retirement
planning seminars. These seminars are
designed for faculty members who are
five to 1O years from retirement.. Topics
addressed include career, financial and
retirement planning techniques, STAS
retirement benefits. financial planning,
health issues and health care insurance,
estate planning and legal affairs and
adjusting to retirement.
For more information and a schedule
of upcoming seminars call the STAS
retirement planning services coordinator
at (614) 227-4000 (toll call) or call the
STAS Information line 1-800-365-3469,
message 387.

liberty, parental choice, property rights
and !he First Amendment.. The institute

also teaches public interest litigation to
attorneys. law students and policy
aclivfists.
Among path-breaking cases Bolick
has litigated are Davis v. Grover, in which
he successfully defended the Milwaukee
Parental Choice Program, the nation's
first private school voucher program, in
the WISCOnSin Supreme Court.. He also is
cre<frted with successfully leading the
opposition to President Bill Clinton's
nomination of Lani Guinier as assistant
attorney general for civil rights.

'Breakfast in BG'
series to start Sept. 24
The fall "Breakfast in BG" series
begins Sept. 24 when investment guru
Peggy Schrneltz will speak on "Building a
Profitable Portfolio."
Schmeltz is president of the National
Association of Investment Clubs and the
NAIC board of directors. She also is a
member of the Advisory Committee of the
New York Stock Exchange and is
president of the Northwest Buckeye
Council of NAIC.
A graduate of Bowting Green's M.BA
program, she has been featured in
Money, Fortune, The Wall Street Jouma1

and numerous other publications.
The breakfast, which begins al 7:30
am., will be held at the Mileti Alumni
Center on campus. Advance reservations
are necessary and can be made by
contacting the development office al 3722424. Tickets are $4.50.

A variety of questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining and
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has
asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed by individual
faculty members.
Question: Unionization may be good for the faculty, but will It be good for

the University?

During rehearsals for the BGSU Theatre production "The Death and Life of
Sherlock Holmes, Director F. Scott Regan, theatre, gives some pointers to Michael
O'Brien (as Holmes) and Aaron T. Cook (left, as Dr. Moriarty). The play, which opens
the theatre's 1993-94 season, will be presented at 8 p.m. Sept 29 through Oct. 2
and at 2 p.m. Oct 3 in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre in University Hall.

Concerts, films, lectures to pay
tribute to composer Tchaikowsky
"Tchaikowsky & the Russians,• a
series of programs paying tribute to the
great 19th century Russian composer
and !he cultural legacy of his homeland,
begins Saturday (Sepl 18) on campus.
Born in 1840, Tchaikowsky wrote
some of the worid's best-loved music.
One hundred years after his death, his
music is very much alive-say the name
Tchaikowsky and the familiar strains of
-ine 1812 Overture• and the ballets
-Swan Lake• and "The Nutaacker"
immediately c:Ome to mind.
"TchalKowsky & the Russians. will
involve more than a dozen departments
at the University in the presentation of
some 30 events related to the legacy of
!he celebrated composer and his
.
homeland. University Artist-in-Residence
Jerome Rose is artistic director of the
series. He and his colleagues aaoss
campus have sought to bring together
performers and scholars who will
demonstrate the diversity of the Russian
culture.
In addition to concerts featuring
faculty, students and guest artists, there
will be lectures on the arts, science,
history and politics of Russia by distinguished University faculty and guest
scholars; a Russian film festival; a
production of Tchaikowsky's opera
•Pique 0ame· (The Queen of Spades) on

Nov. 5 and 6; and a symposium on
Russia's future.
There also is a course on Russian
culture before 1917 which is being
offered fall semester through the Department of German. Russian and East Asian

languages.
Activities get underway Sept 18 when
Russian Balalaika Virtuoso Gennady Zut
and his wife, pianist Tatiana Zut appear
in concert at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall
of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Admission to the concert by the Zuts
is $5 for adults and $3 for students.
T ICkets can be reserved by calling
372-8171.cr 1-800-589-2224.
Future programs in September include

a lecture on "Sergei Bsenstein and the
Russian Cinema• by Dr. Timothy
Pogacar, an associate professor of
Russian at Bowling Green. He will speak
at 6:30 p.m. Sunday (Sepl 19), in the
Gish Film Theater. His talk will be
followed by the showing of Eisenstein's
most famous motion picture, •Potemkin;
at 8 p.m. The film is part of a Russian film
festival at the theater.

On Monday, Sept 20, "Twelve Chairs"
will be shown and on Tuesday, Sept. 21,
"Sergei Eisenstein Documentary9 and
•Potemkin· will be presented. All films
begin at 8 p.m.
On Sept 26, Dr. Don Karl Rowney,
history, and director of the East and
Central European studies program, will
give a lecture at 6:30 p.m. entitled
"Tchaikowsky's Russia at the Dawn of !he
Revolution· in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Rowney is
known internationally for his expertise in
Russian history and has recently returned
from his latest visit to the :Ormer Soviet
Union.
Rowney's lecture will be followed at 8
p.m. by a performance of works by
TchailUJwsky, Rachmaninoff and
Prokofiev in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. The program will
feature pianist Jerome Rose. violinist
Vasile Beluska and Romanian cellist
Calin Muresan. Rose and Beluska teach
in Bowling Green's College of Musical
Arts and Muresan is a graduate student
at the University.
The final presentation in the Russian
film festival, -Uncle Vanya,· will be shown
at 8 p.m. Monday, Sept 27, in the Gish
Rim Theater.
All events planned as part of
"Tchaikowksy & the Russians. are open
to the public and many are free. For more
information and a complete schedule of
events planned from now through
mid-December, call continuing education,
international and summer programs at

372-8181.

Answer by BGSU-FA: A prominent person once closely associated with the
BGSU central administration recently asked this question. What answer other than
a resounding yes could be expected from us? BGSU-FA is just as concerned
about the long-term good of the University as any other group. We would not be
working to organize the faculty if we thought it would be anything but good for the
University.
We might ask the question another way: "Has the absence of faculty collective
bargaining been good for the University over !he past dozen years?" It isn't just sett
service to say that the quality and number of its faculty are reliable measures of
what is •gooct• in a university. Since 1980-81, the number of full-time faculty at
BGSU has declined from 737 to 680. The fraction of the educational budget
devoted to full-lime faculty compensation has fallen from 37 percent to 30 percent.
The ratio of students (graduate + undergraduate) to faculty (fulllime) has increased
by 11 percent and is now 26 (about the same as in public elementary schools).
BGSU's ranking by US News and World Report has fallen to !he fourth quartile.
This is not •good" for any segment of the University community, especiaUy our
students.
No similar changes have occurred over the past decade at other Ohio universities with faculty collective bargaining. We believe they could not have happened
here if the BGSU faculty had the protection and influence that collective bargaining
will give us.

CUFS training offered to people new to system
CUFS training will be conducted on
the following dales for persons who are
new to the system:
Requisition (RX) dasses will be from
8:30-11 :30 am. with RX(A) held on Oct
4, RX(B) on Oct 6 and RX(C) on Oct. 8.
Purchase Order and Payment Order
training is setfor 8:30-10:30 am. Oct. 12,
1 :30-3:30 p.m. Oct. 14 and 8:30-10:30
a.m. Oct. 19.
Receiving Document dasses will be
from 1 :30-3:30 p.m., with RC(A) on Oct.
5, RC(B) on Oct. 7 and RC(C) on Oct 11.
Stock Requisition training will be from
8:30-10:30 am. Oct. 13, Oct. 18 and Oct.

20.
Participants must have security
access to access CICS. This can be
obtained through Jim Hoy, University
Computer Services, at 372-2911.
All participants also must have
security access to access CUFS before
attending any dasses. To do this, a
Security Action Request form can be
obtained from Project-90 by calling 372-

9090 and the form should then be
forwarded to personnel services. CUFS
access cannot be granted unbl a person
has CICS access.
Persons must attend a Requisition
(RX) class first and the Receiving
Document (RC) class cannot be taken
until at least one day after the RX dass.
For example, H a person registers for
RX(A), he or she can register for RC (A,
B or C). H you register for RX(B), you can
register for RC(B or C). If you register for
RX(C), you can only register for RC(C).
These are !he two dasses which are
closely related. There is no required
sequence for attending the remaining
dasses. You should attend one class in
each category.
To register for a class, contact the
Project-90 office at 372-9090. All training
will be conducted in 128 Hayes Hall. If
you have a CUFS End User's Manual, it
should be brought to class. They will be
available for those people who do not
have one.

Dianne L Abbott, academic enhancement, presented -Preparing Graduate
Teaching Assistants for the DevelopmentaJ
Mathematics Classroom" at the Colloquium on
Linkages in Mathematics Education Among
High School. Developmental and College
Mathematics. University of Toledo Community
and Technical College. April 30.

Mary Ellen Benedict, economics.
presented "The Effect of Structural Change on
Labor Market Outcomes" at the 1993 Western
Economic Association International Meeti!'\Q.
Lake Tahoe, Nev., June 23

Sharon Strand. academic enhancement.
presented "Assessing Our Assessment
Procedures: How Do We Count Ourselves
Successful! at the East Central Writing
Centers Association Conference, Ball State.
March 13.

Bizabeth Gehring, applied human
ecology, presented '"Quality School Age Care:
What Is It? How Do We Suppor. It?" at !he
Maine School Age Child Care Conference of
the National Association of Elementary Schoo!
Principals. Orono. Maine. April.

Connie Vlvrett. academic enhancement.
and William Davidson. English, presented
·Juggling 101 : Juggling for the Peer Tutor" at
the East Central Writing Centers Association
Conference, Ball State, March 12.

Patricia Cunningham, applied human
ecology. presented ·Textiles as Culture Icons
ir. Acadia" at the American Culture Popula•
Culture Conference in New er.leans. April.

Larry Smith. English, read from his book
of poems, Steel Valley: Postcards and Letters,
at the James Wright Poetry Festival, Martin"s
Ferry, Ohio, April 23-24.
Emily Freeman Brown, music, conducted
the National S)'IT1>hony of Chile in Santiago,
May 14-15 and 21-22.

IL Nell Browne, economics, presented
"Critical Thinking as a Coordinating Device for
Liberal Edi ICa!ion. at a one-<lay seminar at
Marietta CoRege, May 14. Also. presented
"Getting Started Teaching Critical Thinking"
with Stuart Keeley, psychology, International
Conference on Critical Thinking and Educational Reform, Rohnert Park, Calif., Aug. 2.
.Browne also presented "The Tensions
Between Critical Thinking and Democracy- at
the same conference, Aug. 3. Also, presented
"'Protecting Marine Marnrnals: Ttme for a New
Approach" with Nancy tcum.k, legal studies,
Annual Convention of the Academy of Legal
Studies in Business, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Aug.20.
Fujlya Kawashima, history, presented "An
Aristocracy of Culture: The Communitarian
Yangban of Andong in 17th Century Korea· at
The Association for Korean Studies in Europe:
16th Conference, Berlin, Germany, April
16-20.

SUzame Berget on, ea>nomics, presented
"The Gendered Subject of Macroeconomics"
and "Out of the Margin: Feminist Perapedives
on Economic Theory" at the International
Scientific Conference, University of
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
June2-5.

David C. Skaggs, presented "Prelude to
Yorktown: France-Spanish- American
Operational Planning in 1781" to the Society
for Military History, Royal Military College,
Kingston, Ontario, Canada. May 22.

Thomas D. Anderson, ge<091aphy,
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tive education program.
Three limes during his or her college
career, a technology student must put
aside the books and go work at a job
which is related to the student's major.
Each job assignment lasts at least 15
weeks and students are expected to work
40 hours each week.
With each succeeding co-op, students
are expected to accept more responsibility and to perform tasks which require
them to apply more of what they have
learned in the classroom.
In this way, Piersol said, graduating
seniofS have already beaten the
"Catch-22" of finding a first job: •t can't
get a job until I get experience, and I
can't get experience until I get a job."

"Our students have the experience.
and a
work history; he said.
It appears that many employers use
Bowling Green's co-op program as a way
of 9test driving. a potential employee. In
the survey, more than 40 percent of the
graduates said they were either hired by
their co-op employer or found employment by networking with their co-op
employers.
The strength of professional programs
like those offered by the College of
Technology is often measured by the
SI iccess of the graduates in sealring and
advancing in professional employment..
·From our survey results, the College
of Technology is right on target,• Piersol
The~ have a proven track record

said.

presented "Democracy Around the CariJbean:
Geopolitics and Trends· at the Annual Meeting
of the Association of American Geographers,
.Atlanta, Georgia. April 10. He also presented
"The U.S. Guano Islands of the Pacific: A Brief
Background" to the Geography Section of the
Ohio Academy of Science in Youngstown, May

tion International Conference. Lake Tahoe,
Nev .. June 24.

Vicki Knauerflase, applied human
ecology, presented "Mice, Mud and Magnets:
Science for Young Children· at the Ohio
Association for the Education of Young
Children state conference in Toledo. May a.
Kay S. Soltesz, applied human ecology,
presented "Red Meat Abstinence Among
College Women" at the annual meeting of the
Society for Nutrition Education, St. Paul, Minn ..
July 17-21.
Patricia King. higher education and
student affairs, presented "Improving Leaming
Through Teaching for Thinking" at Mesabi
Community College, Minneapolis Community
College and Willmar Community College,
spring 1993; presented "Research on the
Development of Higher Order Thinking" at St.
Cloud State University, spring 1993; presented
"Teaching for Reflective Thinking" at the
Wakonse Conference on College Teaching,
Stony Lake, Mich., May 29; presented "Ethical
Climate and Other Factors Affecting Elhical
Practice in Higher Education" at the 14th
annual national conference on Law and Higher
Education, Clearwater, Fla; presented
"Recent Developments in the Assessment of
Reflective Judgment" at the ACPA Conference
in Kansas City.

Donald D. Gehring, higher education and
student affairs, co-presented "Understanding
Alcohol on Campus: Students and the Law" at
the fifth annual international conference of the
Association for Student Judicial Affairs,
Clearwater Beach, Fla, Feb. 9; presented
"The Drug Free Schools and Communities Act
Amendments of 1989" and "The Student
Right-To-Know and Campus SeaJrity Act" at
the 14th annual national conference on Law
and Higher Education, Clearwater Beach. Fla.;
presented "Choosing a Doctoral Program: The
Freedom and the Responsibility are Yours,"
"Twenty-five Years of Freedom and ResponsiblTrty: The Joint Statement Revisited" and
co-presented "Defining the Boundaries of
Freedom and S1Judure in College Student
Conduct" and "Academic Integrity: An Busive
Responsibility" at the NASPA Conference in
Boston; presented "Quality Assurance in
College Student Affairs: Role of Accrediting
and Credentialing" and co-presented 'More
Than a 'Duty to warn·: Sixteen Years of
Tarasoff" at the ACPA Conference in Kansas
City.

1.
Stephen Krone, technology, presented
"Containing Construction Change Orders" at
the A.E.C. and ASCE Conference in Anaheim,

Carolyn Palmer, higher education and
student affairs,~ 'VIOience and
Other Forms of Vldimization in Residence
Halls" at the NASPA Conference in Boston.

Calif., June 6-10.

Dr Kyoo H.. Kim, economics, presented
"The Effecls of North American Free Trade
Agreement on Korea: What Should Korean
Firms Do! at the Pan-Pacific Conferel ice X in
Beijing, China, June 13; presented "The Effea
of zero Setup Costs in the Economic Lot
Scheduling Problem. at the Decision Sciences
Institute Second International Meeting in
Seoul, Korea. June 15; presented "The

Strategic Import Substitution Trade Policies" at
the 68th Annual Western R:oi IOlllic Associa-

Donald Gehring and Michael Coomes.
bo1tl of higher edtlCa!ion and student affairs,
co-presented "The Entangling Web: Federal
Legislation and Regulations Affecting Higher
Riuc:ation" at the NASPA Conference in
Boston.
Donald Gehring, Rona
~and

cameyStrange. an

of higher edlicatim and student affairs.
presented "Educating Rita in American
Colleges: Discussions Wl!h the Theorists" at
the ACPA Conference in Kansas City.

FACULTY/STAFF PRESENTATIONS

New faculty start the academic year
A number of new faces can be seen in
the University's classrooms this fall.
Seventy-eight people have joined the
faa.ilty for this academic year.
They are Geries Abou-Ayash,
computer science; Robert ~mon.
.
HPER; Michael Bakan, mUSIC composttion/history; Sharona Ben-Tov, English;
Curtis Bennett, mathematics and
statistics; David Black. tetecommunic:ations; Robert Bracey, music perform~ce;
Meriel Brooks. biological sciences; Linda
Brown. libraries and teaming resources
and Charles Campbell, applied human
ecology.
Also, Gabriela Cerghedean, romance
tanguages: Cheri Carrico. communication
disorders; G. Keith Chapin, HPER;
Thomas Chibucos, chair of applied
human ecology; Thomas Choi, management; Bradford Clark. theatre, Carol
Shambaugh Coder, art; Todd Davidson,
music performances; Andy Deck, art;
Laura Juarez DeKu, biological sciences;
Bruce dePyssler, sociology; Mary
Schroeder Doucet. accounting and MIS;
Thomas Doucet. accounting and MIS;
Anthony Duda, art; Ronald G. Edwards.
head of curriculum resource center,
library and learning; Salim Elwazani,
VCTE; Patricia Essex. accounting and
MIS; Timothy Fuerst. economics;
Narasaiah Gavini, biological sciences,
and Donna Hale, journalism.
Also, Teresa Hansen. applied statistics and operations research; Arleen
Hartman. humanities; Sarai Hedges.
applied statistics and operations research; Bizabeth Heineman, history;
Phyllis Henry, applied human ecology;

Gwen Jones, management; David Kisor,
management; Sri Kolla. technology
systems; Jeffrey Lyman, music performarice; Todd Marshall. natural and social
sciences; Scott Martin, history; Sherwood
McBroom, art; Jon McDermott. chair of
aerospace studies; Joan McKee. art;
Jeffrey Miner, biological sciences; Fred
Molitor, telecommunications; MaGrace
Montepiedra, applied statistics and
operations research; Angela Nelson,
popular culture; Lisa Nelson. political .
science, and Stephen Newell, marketing.
Also, Victor Odafe, natural and social
sciences; Lori Owens, English, Curtis
Peet. political science; Linda Ann
Pertusali, ethnic stu<fies; Cynthia Phelps,
romance languages; Joy Potthoff, applied
human ecology; Beata
Randrianantoanina. mathematics and
statistics; Randall Reid, accounting and
MIS; H. Lee Riggins, dean of the College
of Musical Arts; Thomas Rohrer, music
education; Siva Saklhivel, accounting
and MIS; Alison Scott. libraries and
learning resources; Monica Sett, sociology; Cynthia Sherman, applied human
ecology; Patricia Shewokis. HPER; Peter
Shields, telecommunications; Dawn
Shinew, EDCI; Byung-Kyu Sohn,
management; Sherry SuDivan, management; Paul Trivette, EDFI; Diana Uhlman,
English; Robert Vincent, geology; J.
Gordon Wade, mathematics and statistics; R. Darby Wimams, dean of Firelands
College; Samuel Winch, journalism;
Hong-Mei Xiao, music performance: BaiYau (Arthur) Yeh, applied statistics and
operations research, and Yu Zhou,
geography.

Litigator to speak on school choice movement
Clint Bolick, one of the leading
litigators for !he school choice movement,
will speak on campus Monday (Sepl 13).
His address, entitled, "The Battle for
Choice: Lessons from the Barricades;
will be presented at 8 p.m. in 1007
Business Administration Building. Free
and open to the pubric, the talk is
sponsored by the Social Philosophy and
Poficy Center.
Bolick will explain how the concept of
school dlOice has moved from the idea
stage into the real world. He also will
discuss how the lessons of recent battles
can be used as practical strategies for
choice advocates.
Bofick is vice president. director of
litigation and co-founder of the Institute
for Justice. The institute was created in
1991 to litigate in the areas of economic

Thinking of retirement?
The State Teachers Retirement
System (STAS) wishes to inform members of !he availability of retirement
planning seminars. These seminars are
designed for faculty members who are
five to 1O years from retirement.. Topics
addressed include career, financial and
retirement planning techniques, STAS
retirement benefits. financial planning,
health issues and health care insurance,
estate planning and legal affairs and
adjusting to retirement.
For more information and a schedule
of upcoming seminars call the STAS
retirement planning services coordinator
at (614) 227-4000 (toll call) or call the
STAS Information line 1-800-365-3469,
message 387.

liberty, parental choice, property rights
and !he First Amendment.. The institute

also teaches public interest litigation to
attorneys. law students and policy
aclivfists.
Among path-breaking cases Bolick
has litigated are Davis v. Grover, in which
he successfully defended the Milwaukee
Parental Choice Program, the nation's
first private school voucher program, in
the WISCOnSin Supreme Court.. He also is
cre<frted with successfully leading the
opposition to President Bill Clinton's
nomination of Lani Guinier as assistant
attorney general for civil rights.

'Breakfast in BG'
series to start Sept. 24
The fall "Breakfast in BG" series
begins Sept. 24 when investment guru
Peggy Schrneltz will speak on "Building a
Profitable Portfolio."
Schmeltz is president of the National
Association of Investment Clubs and the
NAIC board of directors. She also is a
member of the Advisory Committee of the
New York Stock Exchange and is
president of the Northwest Buckeye
Council of NAIC.
A graduate of Bowting Green's M.BA
program, she has been featured in
Money, Fortune, The Wall Street Jouma1

and numerous other publications.
The breakfast, which begins al 7:30
am., will be held at the Mileti Alumni
Center on campus. Advance reservations
are necessary and can be made by
contacting the development office al 3722424. Tickets are $4.50.

A variety of questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining and
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has
asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed by individual
faculty members.
Question: Unionization may be good for the faculty, but will It be good for

the University?

During rehearsals for the BGSU Theatre production "The Death and Life of
Sherlock Holmes, Director F. Scott Regan, theatre, gives some pointers to Michael
O'Brien (as Holmes) and Aaron T. Cook (left, as Dr. Moriarty). The play, which opens
the theatre's 1993-94 season, will be presented at 8 p.m. Sept 29 through Oct. 2
and at 2 p.m. Oct 3 in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre in University Hall.

Concerts, films, lectures to pay
tribute to composer Tchaikowsky
"Tchaikowsky & the Russians,• a
series of programs paying tribute to the
great 19th century Russian composer
and !he cultural legacy of his homeland,
begins Saturday (Sepl 18) on campus.
Born in 1840, Tchaikowsky wrote
some of the worid's best-loved music.
One hundred years after his death, his
music is very much alive-say the name
Tchaikowsky and the familiar strains of
-ine 1812 Overture• and the ballets
-Swan Lake• and "The Nutaacker"
immediately c:Ome to mind.
"TchalKowsky & the Russians. will
involve more than a dozen departments
at the University in the presentation of
some 30 events related to the legacy of
!he celebrated composer and his
.
homeland. University Artist-in-Residence
Jerome Rose is artistic director of the
series. He and his colleagues aaoss
campus have sought to bring together
performers and scholars who will
demonstrate the diversity of the Russian
culture.
In addition to concerts featuring
faculty, students and guest artists, there
will be lectures on the arts, science,
history and politics of Russia by distinguished University faculty and guest
scholars; a Russian film festival; a
production of Tchaikowsky's opera
•Pique 0ame· (The Queen of Spades) on

Nov. 5 and 6; and a symposium on
Russia's future.
There also is a course on Russian
culture before 1917 which is being
offered fall semester through the Department of German. Russian and East Asian

languages.
Activities get underway Sept 18 when
Russian Balalaika Virtuoso Gennady Zut
and his wife, pianist Tatiana Zut appear
in concert at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall
of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Admission to the concert by the Zuts
is $5 for adults and $3 for students.
T ICkets can be reserved by calling
372-8171.cr 1-800-589-2224.
Future programs in September include

a lecture on "Sergei Bsenstein and the
Russian Cinema• by Dr. Timothy
Pogacar, an associate professor of
Russian at Bowling Green. He will speak
at 6:30 p.m. Sunday (Sepl 19), in the
Gish Film Theater. His talk will be
followed by the showing of Eisenstein's
most famous motion picture, •Potemkin;
at 8 p.m. The film is part of a Russian film
festival at the theater.

On Monday, Sept 20, "Twelve Chairs"
will be shown and on Tuesday, Sept. 21,
"Sergei Eisenstein Documentary9 and
•Potemkin· will be presented. All films
begin at 8 p.m.
On Sept 26, Dr. Don Karl Rowney,
history, and director of the East and
Central European studies program, will
give a lecture at 6:30 p.m. entitled
"Tchaikowsky's Russia at the Dawn of !he
Revolution· in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Rowney is
known internationally for his expertise in
Russian history and has recently returned
from his latest visit to the :Ormer Soviet
Union.
Rowney's lecture will be followed at 8
p.m. by a performance of works by
TchailUJwsky, Rachmaninoff and
Prokofiev in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. The program will
feature pianist Jerome Rose. violinist
Vasile Beluska and Romanian cellist
Calin Muresan. Rose and Beluska teach
in Bowling Green's College of Musical
Arts and Muresan is a graduate student
at the University.
The final presentation in the Russian
film festival, -Uncle Vanya,· will be shown
at 8 p.m. Monday, Sept 27, in the Gish
Rim Theater.
All events planned as part of
"Tchaikowksy & the Russians. are open
to the public and many are free. For more
information and a complete schedule of
events planned from now through
mid-December, call continuing education,
international and summer programs at

372-8181.

Answer by BGSU-FA: A prominent person once closely associated with the
BGSU central administration recently asked this question. What answer other than
a resounding yes could be expected from us? BGSU-FA is just as concerned
about the long-term good of the University as any other group. We would not be
working to organize the faculty if we thought it would be anything but good for the
University.
We might ask the question another way: "Has the absence of faculty collective
bargaining been good for the University over !he past dozen years?" It isn't just sett
service to say that the quality and number of its faculty are reliable measures of
what is •gooct• in a university. Since 1980-81, the number of full-time faculty at
BGSU has declined from 737 to 680. The fraction of the educational budget
devoted to full-lime faculty compensation has fallen from 37 percent to 30 percent.
The ratio of students (graduate + undergraduate) to faculty (fulllime) has increased
by 11 percent and is now 26 (about the same as in public elementary schools).
BGSU's ranking by US News and World Report has fallen to !he fourth quartile.
This is not •good" for any segment of the University community, especiaUy our
students.
No similar changes have occurred over the past decade at other Ohio universities with faculty collective bargaining. We believe they could not have happened
here if the BGSU faculty had the protection and influence that collective bargaining
will give us.

CUFS training offered to people new to system
CUFS training will be conducted on
the following dales for persons who are
new to the system:
Requisition (RX) dasses will be from
8:30-11 :30 am. with RX(A) held on Oct
4, RX(B) on Oct 6 and RX(C) on Oct. 8.
Purchase Order and Payment Order
training is setfor 8:30-10:30 am. Oct. 12,
1 :30-3:30 p.m. Oct. 14 and 8:30-10:30
a.m. Oct. 19.
Receiving Document dasses will be
from 1 :30-3:30 p.m., with RC(A) on Oct.
5, RC(B) on Oct. 7 and RC(C) on Oct 11.
Stock Requisition training will be from
8:30-10:30 am. Oct. 13, Oct. 18 and Oct.

20.
Participants must have security
access to access CICS. This can be
obtained through Jim Hoy, University
Computer Services, at 372-2911.
All participants also must have
security access to access CUFS before
attending any dasses. To do this, a
Security Action Request form can be
obtained from Project-90 by calling 372-

9090 and the form should then be
forwarded to personnel services. CUFS
access cannot be granted unbl a person
has CICS access.
Persons must attend a Requisition
(RX) class first and the Receiving
Document (RC) class cannot be taken
until at least one day after the RX dass.
For example, H a person registers for
RX(A), he or she can register for RC (A,
B or C). H you register for RX(B), you can
register for RC(B or C). If you register for
RX(C), you can only register for RC(C).
These are !he two dasses which are
closely related. There is no required
sequence for attending the remaining
dasses. You should attend one class in
each category.
To register for a class, contact the
Project-90 office at 372-9090. All training
will be conducted in 128 Hayes Hall. If
you have a CUFS End User's Manual, it
should be brought to class. They will be
available for those people who do not
have one.

Dianne L Abbott, academic enhancement, presented -Preparing Graduate
Teaching Assistants for the DevelopmentaJ
Mathematics Classroom" at the Colloquium on
Linkages in Mathematics Education Among
High School. Developmental and College
Mathematics. University of Toledo Community
and Technical College. April 30.

Mary Ellen Benedict, economics.
presented "The Effect of Structural Change on
Labor Market Outcomes" at the 1993 Western
Economic Association International Meeti!'\Q.
Lake Tahoe, Nev., June 23

Sharon Strand. academic enhancement.
presented "Assessing Our Assessment
Procedures: How Do We Count Ourselves
Successful! at the East Central Writing
Centers Association Conference, Ball State.
March 13.

Bizabeth Gehring, applied human
ecology, presented '"Quality School Age Care:
What Is It? How Do We Suppor. It?" at !he
Maine School Age Child Care Conference of
the National Association of Elementary Schoo!
Principals. Orono. Maine. April.

Connie Vlvrett. academic enhancement.
and William Davidson. English, presented
·Juggling 101 : Juggling for the Peer Tutor" at
the East Central Writing Centers Association
Conference, Ball State, March 12.

Patricia Cunningham, applied human
ecology. presented ·Textiles as Culture Icons
ir. Acadia" at the American Culture Popula•
Culture Conference in New er.leans. April.

Larry Smith. English, read from his book
of poems, Steel Valley: Postcards and Letters,
at the James Wright Poetry Festival, Martin"s
Ferry, Ohio, April 23-24.
Emily Freeman Brown, music, conducted
the National S)'IT1>hony of Chile in Santiago,
May 14-15 and 21-22.

IL Nell Browne, economics, presented
"Critical Thinking as a Coordinating Device for
Liberal Edi ICa!ion. at a one-<lay seminar at
Marietta CoRege, May 14. Also. presented
"Getting Started Teaching Critical Thinking"
with Stuart Keeley, psychology, International
Conference on Critical Thinking and Educational Reform, Rohnert Park, Calif., Aug. 2.
.Browne also presented "The Tensions
Between Critical Thinking and Democracy- at
the same conference, Aug. 3. Also, presented
"'Protecting Marine Marnrnals: Ttme for a New
Approach" with Nancy tcum.k, legal studies,
Annual Convention of the Academy of Legal
Studies in Business, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Aug.20.
Fujlya Kawashima, history, presented "An
Aristocracy of Culture: The Communitarian
Yangban of Andong in 17th Century Korea· at
The Association for Korean Studies in Europe:
16th Conference, Berlin, Germany, April
16-20.

SUzame Berget on, ea>nomics, presented
"The Gendered Subject of Macroeconomics"
and "Out of the Margin: Feminist Perapedives
on Economic Theory" at the International
Scientific Conference, University of
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
June2-5.

David C. Skaggs, presented "Prelude to
Yorktown: France-Spanish- American
Operational Planning in 1781" to the Society
for Military History, Royal Military College,
Kingston, Ontario, Canada. May 22.

Thomas D. Anderson, ge<091aphy,
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tive education program.
Three limes during his or her college
career, a technology student must put
aside the books and go work at a job
which is related to the student's major.
Each job assignment lasts at least 15
weeks and students are expected to work
40 hours each week.
With each succeeding co-op, students
are expected to accept more responsibility and to perform tasks which require
them to apply more of what they have
learned in the classroom.
In this way, Piersol said, graduating
seniofS have already beaten the
"Catch-22" of finding a first job: •t can't
get a job until I get experience, and I
can't get experience until I get a job."

"Our students have the experience.
and a
work history; he said.
It appears that many employers use
Bowling Green's co-op program as a way
of 9test driving. a potential employee. In
the survey, more than 40 percent of the
graduates said they were either hired by
their co-op employer or found employment by networking with their co-op
employers.
The strength of professional programs
like those offered by the College of
Technology is often measured by the
SI iccess of the graduates in sealring and
advancing in professional employment..
·From our survey results, the College
of Technology is right on target,• Piersol
The~ have a proven track record

said.

presented "Democracy Around the CariJbean:
Geopolitics and Trends· at the Annual Meeting
of the Association of American Geographers,
.Atlanta, Georgia. April 10. He also presented
"The U.S. Guano Islands of the Pacific: A Brief
Background" to the Geography Section of the
Ohio Academy of Science in Youngstown, May

tion International Conference. Lake Tahoe,
Nev .. June 24.

Vicki Knauerflase, applied human
ecology, presented "Mice, Mud and Magnets:
Science for Young Children· at the Ohio
Association for the Education of Young
Children state conference in Toledo. May a.
Kay S. Soltesz, applied human ecology,
presented "Red Meat Abstinence Among
College Women" at the annual meeting of the
Society for Nutrition Education, St. Paul, Minn ..
July 17-21.
Patricia King. higher education and
student affairs, presented "Improving Leaming
Through Teaching for Thinking" at Mesabi
Community College, Minneapolis Community
College and Willmar Community College,
spring 1993; presented "Research on the
Development of Higher Order Thinking" at St.
Cloud State University, spring 1993; presented
"Teaching for Reflective Thinking" at the
Wakonse Conference on College Teaching,
Stony Lake, Mich., May 29; presented "Ethical
Climate and Other Factors Affecting Elhical
Practice in Higher Education" at the 14th
annual national conference on Law and Higher
Education, Clearwater, Fla; presented
"Recent Developments in the Assessment of
Reflective Judgment" at the ACPA Conference
in Kansas City.

Donald D. Gehring, higher education and
student affairs, co-presented "Understanding
Alcohol on Campus: Students and the Law" at
the fifth annual international conference of the
Association for Student Judicial Affairs,
Clearwater Beach, Fla, Feb. 9; presented
"The Drug Free Schools and Communities Act
Amendments of 1989" and "The Student
Right-To-Know and Campus SeaJrity Act" at
the 14th annual national conference on Law
and Higher Education, Clearwater Beach. Fla.;
presented "Choosing a Doctoral Program: The
Freedom and the Responsibility are Yours,"
"Twenty-five Years of Freedom and ResponsiblTrty: The Joint Statement Revisited" and
co-presented "Defining the Boundaries of
Freedom and S1Judure in College Student
Conduct" and "Academic Integrity: An Busive
Responsibility" at the NASPA Conference in
Boston; presented "Quality Assurance in
College Student Affairs: Role of Accrediting
and Credentialing" and co-presented 'More
Than a 'Duty to warn·: Sixteen Years of
Tarasoff" at the ACPA Conference in Kansas
City.

1.
Stephen Krone, technology, presented
"Containing Construction Change Orders" at
the A.E.C. and ASCE Conference in Anaheim,

Carolyn Palmer, higher education and
student affairs,~ 'VIOience and
Other Forms of Vldimization in Residence
Halls" at the NASPA Conference in Boston.

Calif., June 6-10.

Dr Kyoo H.. Kim, economics, presented
"The Effecls of North American Free Trade
Agreement on Korea: What Should Korean
Firms Do! at the Pan-Pacific Conferel ice X in
Beijing, China, June 13; presented "The Effea
of zero Setup Costs in the Economic Lot
Scheduling Problem. at the Decision Sciences
Institute Second International Meeting in
Seoul, Korea. June 15; presented "The

Strategic Import Substitution Trade Policies" at
the 68th Annual Western R:oi IOlllic Associa-

Donald Gehring and Michael Coomes.
bo1tl of higher edtlCa!ion and student affairs,
co-presented "The Entangling Web: Federal
Legislation and Regulations Affecting Higher
Riuc:ation" at the NASPA Conference in
Boston.
Donald Gehring, Rona
~and

cameyStrange. an

of higher edlicatim and student affairs.
presented "Educating Rita in American
Colleges: Discussions Wl!h the Theorists" at
the ACPA Conference in Kansas City.

Week's activities to emphasize health, fitness
The Student Rea"eation Center is
sponsoring "WELL.AWARE Week" from
11 :30 am.-1 p.m. daily Monday through
Friday (Sept. 13-17). The week will
include a series of health and fitness
related events, fitness testing and

CUFS refresher
courses are offered
CUFS refresher training will be offered

on the following dates for those people
who took original training and vse CUFS.
but feel the need for an update. Classes
will be held from 8:30-11 :30 am. Oct 25
and Oct. 27, and from 1:30-4:30 p.m. on
Oct. 28.
All training will be held in 128 Hayes
Hall. In order to register, call Project-90 at
372-9090. Participants should bring their
CUFS End User's Manual.

information on each topic.

The schedule of events includes
muscular strength testing on Monday.
body composition testing on Tuesday,
cholesterol screening on Wednesday,
progressive relaxation demonstrations on
Thursday and flexibility testing on Friday.
The program. held at the center, is
open to aD students and members of the
rea-eation center.

Wider range of paper
stock is now available
Central stores/office supplies is now
stocking new colors and has added a
new size to the paper stock. The new
size is 11 • x 17" and new colors include
lilac. right cherry, tan, ivory, gray and
turquoise. The office continues to carry
the standard colors of pink, green, blue,
white. canary. goldenrod. salmon and

buff.

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Continued Vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: Noon, Tuesday, Sept 13.
9-13-1 Clerical Specialls1

PayGrade25
Communication Disorders
Part-time position
9-13-2 Computer Operator 1

PayGrade27
Computer Services

New Vacancies
Posting expiration date tor efT1lloyees to
apply: Noon. Friday, Sept 17.
9-17-1

Food Ser~ llmiager 1

PayGrade27
Food Operations
9-17-3 Secaatary 1

PayGrade26
College of Arts and Sciences
9-17-4 Stores Cleft

PayGrade3
Food Operatioc IS
Academic year. full-time
9-17-4 Typist2

PayGrade4
Academic Enhancement
Grant-funded. part-time

Paper stock is available by the case or
by the ream. Departments and organizations may purchase any stock or supply
item by using either their area/org
number or a bursar 900 number. Stock
purchases may be made by using the
electronic SA. through CUFS. calling in
an order or stopping at the inventory
management department at Park Ave.
warehouse.
Supplies is open daily from 7:30 am.4 p.m. and is open during the lunch hour.
The phone numbers are 372-2121 or
372-2135.

Theater has new number
The Gish Film Theater has a new
telephone number. Persons wishing to
contact the theater can call 372-GISH.

Exhibition, "WalerCOlor Ohio '93,. the
annual juried show of the OhiO Watera>lor
Society, conlinueS ttvough Sepl 23 at the
Oorolhy Uber Btyan Gaiety, Fnt Arts Center.
The gallery is open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p.m. SUndays. Free.
Exhibition, of figure pail ltil igs by the lale
cistinguished OhiO artist Adam Grant. through
Sept 23, School of Art Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. Free.
Wellaware Week, "Muscle Monday" will
involve muscular strength testing, 11 :30 am.-1
p.m.. Student Reaeation Center.
llall8n Rim Series, "The Garden of the
Finzi..Contini." (1971), 3:30 p.m., Gish Fdm
Theater. Free. Subtitles.
Audtllons, for "The Adling Machine," 7
p.m.• 405 University Hall. CaD 372-2222 for

Science Building. Admission $1.50 with valid

more information.
hdematlonal Alm Directors Week,
showing wiD be "Missing in Action," (American). 7:30 p.m.. Gish Film Theater. The film's
director Joseph Zito will be on hand Free.
Lecture, Litigator Clint Barick will discuss
"The Batlle for Choice: Lessons from the
Barricades," 8 pm.• 1007 Business Administration Building. Free and open to public.

Tuesday, Sept. 14
Wellaware Week, "Trim Tuesday," will

involve body composition testing. 11 :30 a.m.-1
p.m.• Studen1 Recreation Center.
Auditions, for "The Adding Machine," 7
p.m., 405 University Hall. Call 372-2222 for
more information.
Lecture, "Adam Grant: Life of a Painter."
by Peggy Grant, 7 p.m., 1101 Fine Arts
Center. Free.

ln1emallonal Alm Dbectors Week,
shoWing wiD be "Red Scorpion," (American),
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater. The firn's
direclDr Joseph Zito wiD be on hand Free.
WBGU-lV Program, "Journal 1993"wiD
look at local efforts to provide vocational
training tor high school students who are not
going on to a>Dege, 10 p.m., Chamel 27.
Viewers may caD in at 1-800-453-2437 or 372-

Wednesday, Sept. 15

Brescol1 was a. food service purchasing agent She began working on campus
September 1951 and retired in September 1973.
A graduate of the University of Toledo,
Brescoll also was a member of Loners on
Wheels and went by the name '"Travelin'

Welawae Week, -Heart Healthy Wednesday: wil involve choleslsrol screet Iii IQ, 11 :30
am.-1 p..m., Sludenl Reaeatio11 Center.
lldenlatlonlll Dlnlclanl Week, showing
wil be "Glory! Glory!," (British), 7:30 p..m., Gish
Film Theater. The film's diredDr Lindsay
AJlderson wil be on hand Free.
BGSU F8CUlty ArtlSt Serles. wil indude
peifoi ..... ices by Paul Hunt, Richard Ciolfari.
Sjepan Sulek, Jean Francaix. Alen Mofineux.
Jeff Beal, and Seth Porter, 8 p..m., 8iyan
Recilal Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Granny:

The following faculty positiol IS are avaiable:

English: Assistant professor (two posilioi IS, probatioi iary, ful-time). Con1act Richard Gebhanfl
(2-2576). Deadline: Review begins Nov. 15 and axrtnJes until filed.
Social Work: Assistant professor (plobatioi iary, full-time). Con1act Clyde Willis (2-8243).
Deadline: Oct 5 or until filled.
Soclology: Assistant professor (probationa1y. tut-time). Con1act Merecith Pugh (2-2296).
Deadline: Nov. 1.
The following admillisbative positions are available:

College of Business Administration: Network admilisbator. Contact personnel services (22227). Oealline: Sept 24.
Development Office: Assistant director of development. amual giving. Contact perSOl 1 i!!I
services (2-8426). Deacline: Sept. 13. Also, assistant director of development. foundationsl
c:orpo1atio11s. Con1act personnel services (2-2227). Deadline: Sept 17.
lnlen:ollegiate Athletics: Head soflbal coach. Con1act pelSOl•iel services (2-2227). Deadline:
Sept 10.
Rue ch Senlces: DiredOr. Conlacl per.;011nel services (2-8426). Review of applicaliollS wil
beg:n Nov. 1.
Teleulllon S.ulces: Promotion video~ ·+1 Contact personnel senrices (2-8426).
Deadline: Oct. 6.

-·-------._

Stars and

Ruth Brescoll
Manteca

Motor Kings," as part of the African
American Fdm Festival, 8 pm., 210 Math

Monday, Sept 13

7250.
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Ruth Toan Brescoll, 85, a foma ·
University employee, died Aug 12 in
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Thursday, Sept. 16
Wellalrara Week, "Stress Relief Thursday," wil involve pogaessive re•a:wation
demonsb alious, 11 :30 am.-1 p.m., Student

Recraation Center.
lldttii natlonal Rim Dllectors Week,
showing wi1 be "IL," (British), 7:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. The film's cin3clDr Lindsay
A11deiso11 will be on hand. Free.
Mostly . . . Concert, presents Jeffrey
Kreiger on the MIDI cello, 8 p.m., Btyan
Recilal Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Freewill oftering or a camed food doi lation tor
the Bowling Green Food Pantry is the
sugges1ed ai•ission fee.

Friday, Sept 17
Welaw•e Week, "Aexille Friday," wil
involve llexiliily tasting. 11 :30 am.-1 p.m..
Sludenl AeCleatiol1 Center.
Vo..,.._ vs. Toledo, 7 p.m.. AJiderson
Arena.

UAO Fiim, "The Bingo Long Traveling Al-

BGSU l.D.
UAO Film, "Cleopatra Jones." as part of
the African American Film Festival, 10 pm.,
210 Math Science Builcjng. Admission $1.50
with vaid BGSU l.D.
UAO Film, "Guess Who's Coming to
Dimer," as part of the African American Film
Festival. miOOight. 210 Math Science Builcing.
Admission $1.50 with valid BGSU l.D.

Saturday, Sept 18
Women's Cross Country, hosts Mel
Brodt Invitational. 11 a.m •• Creason Golt
Course.
Men's Cross Country, hosts Mel Brodt
lnvi1ational. 11 :45 am .. Creason Golf Course.
Tchalkowsky and the Russians Series,
performanc:e by Russian Balalaika Vu11Joso
Gennady Zut. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Han.
Moore MusQI Arts Center. Admission is $5
for adults and $3 for s1udents. Call 372-8171
for tickets.
UAO Alm, "The Bingo Long Traveing AllStars and Motor Kings," as part of the African
American Film Festival. 8 p.m•• 210 Math
Science Building. Admission $1.50 with valid
BGSU l.D.
UAO Alm, "Cleopatra Jones," as part of
the African American Film Festival, 10 p.m .•
21 Math Science Building. Admission $1.50
with vafld BGSU 1.0.
UAO Alm, "Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner," as part of the African American Fdm
Festival, midnight, 210 Math Science Building.
Admission $1.50 with valid BGSU 1.0.

o

Sunday, Sept. 19
Scholarship Concert, will feature Creative
Arts faculty and studen1s, 3 pm., Kobacker
Han. Moore MusQI Arts Center. Admission is
$5 for adults and $3 for studen1s. CaD 3728171 for tickets.
Demonslratlon, of watercolor technique bJ
EDie Heingartner, 3-5 p.m., 1101 Fine Arts
Center. Free.
Tchalkowsky and the Russlsls Series,
lecture on "Sergei Eisens1ein and the Russian
Cinema" by Or. Timothy Pogacar, German.
Russian and EastAsian languages. 6:30 p.m.,
Gish Film Theater. Free.
Tchalwwsky and the Russl80s Series,
silent motion piclure "Potemkin; (1925), B
p.m., Gish Rm Theater. Free.
BGSU F8cully ArtlSt Serles. features an
organ recital by Vernon Wolcott, 8 p..m., Firs1
Presbyletian Church. 126 s. Church St.
Bowling Green. Free.

Monday, Sept 20
Tchalkowsky and the Rl111l1 IS Series,
showing al "The Twelve Chairs." (Russian
1971), 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.

SIS provides updated
student information
Many offices on calT1JUS make use of
transactionS for looking up names and
atiesses of students, faculty and s1alf (e.g.
ALFX. ADDA. ADDS, etc.). Al of these
b ai ISactiol IS will be elilrli lated at the end of taB
semeslel. The most ament source of ati ess
and demograpOc iafo 11ialioi1 tor students is
the new SIS sysmm. To receive training on the
use of SIS, plan 1D attend one al the SIS
training sessions rs11. Sessions wiB be held
at 1 :30 p.m. in 126 Hayes Hal on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday (Sept 14, 15 and
16), and at 3:30 p..m. on Sept 22 and 23.
Persons i ilel es1ed in lhe training can
regis1er by c:drlg persomel saMces at 3728421. Palicipalits mJSt haw seany access
1D SIS before dlllldiiig.. The Secuily Action
Request form is available from f*SOl•Mll
services or from Pro;ed-90 al 372-9090.
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Firelands College marks its silver anniversary with a year-long celebration
It will be a year of celebration for
Firelands College which opened its
doors a quarter of a century ago on
Sept 25; 1968. Festivities to commemorate the anniversary will get
underway Friday (Sept. 24) and
continue through to spring commencement on May 6.
Highlights of events during the year
include a faculty/staff convocation on
Friday, the Family Fun Festival
Community Celebration on Saturday
(Sept. 25), a variety of theatre productions, visits and meetings of the main
campus constiutency groups and
boards, and an accomplished alumni
dinner in May.
Also during the year the college will
be conducting a $250,000 fundraising
campaign to be used for scholarships.
program development, facilities
enhancement and further development
of the James H. McBride .Art>oretum.
"In celebrating our anniversary. we
are remembering members of the .
community who helped bring a college
to this area." said Dr. R. Darby
Williams, dean of the college. "We are
also recognizing the contnbutions
made by the college to the local
community and our 25-year association with Bowling Green State University.·
The celebration will be a learning

experience for Williams. He became dean
this summer, replacing Dr. Robert
DeBard, who has returned to teaching.
The convocation Friday is a welcoming
ceremony for Wimams. It will be held from
5-6 p.m. in McBride Auditorium. An

The Fire/ands campus (above) and its programs have grown beyond expectations
in the college's 25 years. At Jett. Miss Fire/ands Campus helps President Hollis
Moore and Legislator Ethel Swanbeck break ground for a second building in 1970.

opening reception, by invitation only, will
follow from 6-8 p.m. in the Pit Lounge.
Lesley Ruszkowski, director of the
college's public relations office, said the

Family Fun Festival on Saturday is a
public thank-you to the community.
Continued on page 2

Agnes Hooley recipient of Honorary Alumnus Award Senate approves
Dr. Agnes M. Hooley, professor
emerita of physical education and
recreation, who is credited with helping to
develop the University's health and
physical education program, received an
Honorary Alumnus Award in a special
ceremony Sept 9 in Pittsburgh.
The Honorary Alumnus Award was
initiated in 1973 to recognize individuals
who are not graduates of the University
but whose efforts have been important to
the University and the community.
Hooley, who currently lives in
Gibsonia, Pa, taught at the University for
23 years, beginning her career in 1954
and retiring in 1977. The first woman to
hold a doctorate in the University's health
and physical education department, she
played a key role in the creation of the
campus's popular recreation major in
1972. She also served as coordinator of
the recreation major curriculum.
Known as an excellent teacher and an
avid writer, Hooley also was very involved
with the Bowling Green community. She
served on the Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation Board and was the first
woman appointed to the Wood County
Parks Commission.

Hooley has been the recipient of
nwnerous awards, including the only
Recreation Educator plaque ever given
by the Ohio Parks and Recreation
Association in 1976. In 1979, the Board
of Trustees named a conference room in
her honor in the Student Recreation
Center.

Larry Weiss, cirector of alumni affairs
and associate vice president of University
Relations, presented the Honorary
Alumnus Award to Hooley in ceremonies .
held at The Rivers Club in Pittsburgh.
Friends and family of the former professor attended, as weD as members of the
city's alumni chapter.

Development•s telefunds have new home
Conducting telefunds has always been
an important way for the development
office to raise money. For each fall and
spring telefund, a make-shift phone room
has been assembled in the Mileti Alumni
Center and the set-up sometimes has to
be cfismantled several times to accommodate other events held in the building.
Now the telefunds have a place to call
home in a room located in Harshman
Quadrangle. Ken Frisch, director of
development and associate vice president for University relations, said his
office had been seeking a permanent site
for the telefunds but space had not been
available unti this year.
'We are reaDy pleased with the new

set-up. Not only is it in a convenient
location, but it's going to rerieve us of the
problem of having to continually tear
down and set up again; Frisch said.
Each academic year the annual fund
is held in the fall and the college constituent fund request is held in the spring.
Putting together a telefund is no simple
task. In the past. 34 aJbicles or stations
have been assembled , each with their
own phone line and an array of scripts
and materials with facts about the
University. As students make their calls,
they frequently are asked a wide range of
questions about the campus and its
Continued on page 3

definitions of faculty
and administrator

An Academic Charter amendment in
the making for years won Faculty Senate
approval Sept. 14 at the group's first
meeting of the academic year.
The amendment to Article II of the
charter attempts to provide definitions for
the temlS "faa.llty" and "administratOrS.•
Although senators finally voted to
approve the updated language, debate
during the meeting indicated there are
stiU questions as to when a faculty
member is actually acting as an administrator in some instances.
According to the amendment, faculty
are defined as "all persons holding fulltime academic appointment or rank. who
are not administrator.; as defined in 11.D;
all persons holding faculty contracts with
no more than 50 percent of their contractual time assigned for administrative
duties; all persons holding faculty rank
and performing administrative roles in
managing academic programs and
providing leadership in faculty goverContinued on page 2

